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We appreciate the comments from Dr.
Yen and Dr. Wei (1). Here is our
response to their concerns. First, we
agree that the yearly positive isolation
numbers of enterovirus (EV) serotypes
from 2001 to 2015 from the nationwide
laboratory surveillance system of the
Taiwan Centers for Disease Control
show no decreasing trend (2). This labo-
ratory surveillance system selected some
patients with respiratory tract infections
or hand, foot, and mouth disease to per-
form viral isolation and reported the
most common circulating viruses in Tai-
wan, but the isolation numbers of EV
did not reflect the EV incidence of the
general population. For the general pop-
ulation, seroepidemiology or nationwide
database studies are more appropriate
to measure serostatus or the incidence
rate of certain infections. From the EV-
A71 seroepidemiology studies, we dem-
onstrated that the EV71 seropositive
rates in children decreased markedly in
2017 compared with those in 1999 and
2007. For example, the EV-A71 seroposi-
tive rate of adolescents aged 12–19
years decreased from 65% in 1997 to
46% in 2017 (3).
Second, the ICD-9-CM codes used to

identify the comorbid EV infection 1

year before the development of type 1
diabetes (T1D) in the report of the Tai-
wan Diabetes Atlas (4) revealed that
the number of EV infections from 2000
to 2007 and 2008 to 2016 was 27
(0.7%) and 55 (1.4%), respectively (P =
0.0012). These data demonstrated the
association of EV infection with T1D
was stronger in 2008 to 2016 than that
in 2000 to 2007. This result is not
against our speculation that the dec-
reasing trend of adolescent T1D inci-
dence in Taiwan is partly due to the
decreasing numbers of EV infection
from 2001 to 2015 in Taiwan.

Third, we think that other environ-
mental factors and host genetic factors
played more important roles in T1D
than EV infection in Taiwanese adoles-
cents after they had much lower inci-
dence of EV infection during recent
years. This may be one of the reasons
why the association of EV infection
with the risk of T1D was not significant
in adolescents in our study (5). We thus
consider that the adolescent incidence
of T1D had a decreasing trend when
one of the important factors, number
of EV infections, declined. Further
investigations are needed to verify
this speculation.
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